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The first issue of the collection is at hand, with the Star Trek: The Next Generation Season 1, Part 1
DVD still available from Amazon.com and other online retailers, and on the shelves of Target,

Walmart and other mass markets. In addition, Amazon.com has brought The Next Generation Season
1, Part 2, featuring the season conclusion, "Yesterday's Enterprise" out of its vault to retail, since its
previous release in the Spanish market still carried some legal concerns. One can only wonder how

long this will last. In the meantime, we can report that the price of this release in Germany and
elsewhere is currently 2.49 euros, or 3.99 euros including shipping. Special features on the new
release include; two extra featurettes; one covering "On The Edge: The First Season," another

covering the third season in general, entitled " Generations: The Birth of a Legend"; a featurette
titled " The Generation Gap"; a preview for Star Trek: Nemesis, and a trailer for Deep Space Nine:
The Next Generation. Admittedly, it was hoped that the release of this compilation would alleviate

the many questions surrounding this format in the future, and some key elements had been pointed
out in the past when it had been revealed in 2013 that "The Next Generation" would be released on
one disc, and that the special features would be "skinny." There was therefore a hope among many
fans that it would mean that there would be no double-dipping of this material in future releases. [9]
Similar to Beyond, season 4 of Star Trek: Discovery has a separate episode order from the first three

seasons, and unlike Beyond, the fourth season will be split into two half seasons. The Discovery
season 4 premiere will air on February 24th. The first half of the season (episodes 1-9) will premiere

on March 1st, and the second half (episodes 10-13) will premiere on March 22nd.
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Fans of Star Trek will be interested in the Star Trek Fleet Command feature trailer above. To further
immerse players, a new single player story arc, Armada: The Dominion War is coming soon. Look for
an announcement in the coming weeks regarding content exclusive to this experience. The Star Trek
Season 1 Collection also includes the Star Trek TOS: The Next Generation DVD collection (two discs,
region 1), and a DVD of the original Star Trek TV series: The Original Series season 1-4 (four discs,

region 1), which is available with the same packaging as the Star Trek Season 1 Collection. Star Trek,
a purely sci-fi theatrical experience, is a thrilling presentation of the little-known, but classic story of

a Federation starship dealing with a war on two fronts: the evil Borg and their human allies. Star
Trek, a purely sci-fi theatrical experience, is a thrilling presentation of the little-known, but classic

story of a Federation starship dealing with a war on two fronts: the evil Borg and their human allies.
Star Trek: Fleet Command takes players into the previously unexplored corners of the universe. As
Captain of your own ship, you will explore eight distinct strategic missions and complete the epic
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Star Trek story as it is retold in the in-depth Mission Critical strategy game.Experience an expansive,
8-year adventure through two eras of the Star Trek universe, exploring through exotic environments,

engaging in battles and interacting with fascinating characters. 5ec8ef588b
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